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ABSTRACT
In their seminal work Dolev and Yao used string rewriting to check protocol security
against an active intruder. The main technical result and algorithm were improved
by Book and Otto who formulated the security check in terms of an extended word
problem for cancellation rules. We extend their main decidability result to a larger
class of string rewrite systems called opt—monadz'c systems.
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1. Introduction

Cryptographic protocols define rules for exchanging in a secure way messages between
agents called principals. They employ in general secret or public key cryptography
techniques in order to protect network communications, and they can ensure for
instance message secrecy (unauthorized principals cannot read it) or integrity (unau—
thorized principals cannot modify it). Alternative security properties such as authen—
tication, non-repudiation, anonymity, have also been targeted by some cryptographic
protocols. The difficulty of designing these protocols properly is well—understood:
such systems should prevent intruders from exploiting passive eavesdropping but also
user impersonation, message interception and modifications.
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